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Decentralization of writ benches of HCD

S M Shahidullah Mamun and Md Ali Haider

Latin
maximsays-'ubi  jus
ibi  remedium'which
means "where there
is a right, there is a
remedy".  But
question  is  that  if
the  way  or
proceeding  of
getting  remedy  is
not  in  favour  of
general people  than
how  will  they
realise their rights?

In  this  context,  we
think  about  the
fundamental rights of the citizens of Bangladesh particularly of the poor people. Because, most of
the cases, they are deprived of their rights whether fundamental or non-fundamental due to poor
facility, financial instability and illiteracy.

Though we know that article 26 to 44 of the Constitution of the Peoples' Republic of Bangladesh
ensure  fundamental rights of the  citizens of Bangladesh  where  article  44  of our  constitution
ensures the right of enforcement of fundamental rights by means of article 102 (1) of the same
but it is rare conceivable for the poor to enforce their rights by lodging writ petition because of
inadequate facility, incapability of bearing cost and tough to access to justice.

In this regard question may be raised that what facility should be taken under consideration to
ensure  easy  access  to  justice  to  the  citizens  specially  emphasizing upon  the  very  poor.  In
answering the question, most and effective measure is to decentralize the benches of High Court
Division because only HCD has jurisdiction to exercise the writ jurisdiction where it is situated in
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the busiest city Dhaka. As a result, boarder side people or remote people can't take legal action
immediately which later on de-motivate the victims to file writ petition with his/her presence in
HCD. For example, suppose a citizen of Bandarban or Rangpur or Teknaf would like to lodge a
writ petition so he/she has to go Dhaka with passing a long drive that is expensive and matter of
long time.

So, if the bench of HCD is placed in each division then it will be the easiest means for the victim
to bring action against wrongdoer for violation of fundamental rights. But, at present someone has
to come Dhaka from vary corner side  or remote  area of Bangladesh which takes huge time,
money,  patient  etc.  and need to search advocate  for representing victim.  On the  other  hand,
having no little knowledge they are also victimized of deceit from their representative.

But if the power of HCD is decentralized, in each division, in taking writ petition then people will
quickly be able to come at the nearest divisional benches of HC empowered of writ jurisdiction
and can take immediate action. It can also commute the pressure of HCD; it can minimize the
complexities of trial procedure, pendency of suits, harassment of victims etc.

It also reduces the transport and other related cost of litigants. Overall,  decentralization of the
benches of HCD will be very much helpful for the public where the main motto of Independence
of Bangladesh and core declaration of the preamble of our constitution are to ensure fair justice.
And this contention strongly supports my views.

However, if we look to article 100 of our constitution then we can see that the provision includes
an option to decentralize the power of HCD where the article states that - "The permanent seat of
the Supreme Court, shall be in the capital, but sessions of the High Court Division may be held at
such other place or places as the Chief Justice may, with the approval of the President, from time
to time appoint".

In addition, Para 2 of article 44 of our constitution states that - "without prejudice to the powers
of the High Court Division under article 102, parliament may by law empower any other court,
within the local limits of its jurisdiction, to exercise all or any of those powers". Here parliament
may  delegate  the  power  of  HCDs'  to  any  other  court  that  reflects  a  legal  validity  of  the
decentralization of HCD.

Now, a group of person may raise a contention against my views or opinion and that is "such
decentralization violates the spirit of the doctrine of basic structure of our constitution". But, my
question is that who creates the constitution and why? Answer is that "it is created by people and
for the betterment of people". Then what is  the problem if the court is decentralized in each
division where it comes to the well-fair of the people. One thing we believe that is where there is
any interest of general public there is no chance of legal barricade.   

Another argument may be raised by some eminent persons that is if HCD is decentralized then
integrity of HCD will be destroyed as it is also reflected by 8th amendment case. In this regard
my  view  or  proposal  is  that  only  writ  power  can  be  decentralized  from  HCD  with  the
establishment of divisional bench of HCD or the power may be given to the new district level
court namely "writ circuit court" as per the spirit of the  preamble and article 100 along with
article  44  (2)  of our  constitution  for  ensuring citizens' right  particularly  poor  citizens.In  this
regard,  already a  group of legal minds demanded and forwarded a  memorandum concerning
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decentralization of HCD to the DC and District Judge of Comilla.

In fine, it can be said that in spite of having a mere legal barricades under 7B of our constitution
the  concerned  authority  should  take  effective  measure  in  decentralizing  the  power  of  writ
jurisdiction of HCD to each division with the establishment of divisional bench of HCD or writ
circuit court with a view to ensuring and spreading justice and rights at each and every corner of
our country so that peoples' confidence towards court will come back.
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